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After your baby has been born the umbilical cord (which links your placenta
to the baby), continues to pulsate and transfer blood, oxygen and stem cells to
your baby until your baby has transitioned to life outside the uterus and
becomes stable
Cutting the cord immediately after the birth has been the routine practice but
more recently the research is showing that it is not the ideal practice for the
baby
This has led to more recent changes in the guidelines and practice towards
delaying clamping the cord
Waiting until the cord has stopped pulsating and turns white is started to be
normal practice in births where there is no medical reason to speed things up

The nurse or doctor should wait at least 60 seconds following the birth of th
baby before clamping and cutting the cord

Delayed cord clamping allows the blood from the placenta to continue being
transferred to the baby even after they are born. This means that the baby
could receive up to 30% more blood than they would have without it. The
benefits of this include:
❖ Increased iron and ferritin levels in the baby even until six months old which
helps with growth and both physical and psychological development
❖ Increased amount of stem cells, which helps with your baby’s growth and
helps with their immune system

DCC has been shown to have lots of benefits for premature babies or

DCC is a natural and physiological process where the cord blood is

babies of a low birth weight. These include:

transferred to the baby with no assistance from health professionals. ‘Milking’

❖ Higher blood pressure

the cord occurs when the nurse or doctor push the blood through the cord, so

❖ Fewer days on oxygen and ventilation (help with breathing)

it is transferred more quickly. It is a safe technique, but it usually only happens

❖ Lower risk of anemia so fewer blood transfusions needed

if there is a need to speed this process up as decided by the neonatologist in

❖ Lower risk of infection

charge

❖ Lower risk of intraventricular hemorrhage (bleeding in the brain)
❖ Lower risk of necrotizing enterocolitis (damage to the intestines)

In most situations DCC is extremely beneficial. However, there are a few
circumstances in which it may not be suitable, such as:
If the mother is bleeding heavily

Some small studies have shown that DCC can slightly increase the chance

There is an issue with the placenta, such as placental abruption,

of baby have a higher level of jaundice, but strong evidence shows that

placenta previa or the cord is bleeding, so the blood is not getting to the

the benefits of DCC outweigh this

baby

Jaundice is very common in newborn babies and usually does not need

If the baby needs help with breathing, it is the neonatologist in charge who

treatment however a small number of babies may need phototherapy (no

will decide whether to follow the immediate or delayed cord clamping

matter when the cord was clamped)

procedure.

